
Bouncy Box Jungle
Bouncy Castle
See here our Bouncy Box Jungle. This compact bounce house with obstacles and a slide is suitable for
every occasion: from a children's party to an open day. Children will entertain themselves for hours in this
colourful play paradise, especially when the Jungle theme is to their liking. Make your way through the
jungle and jump among the bushes and lions. Climb to the top and slide down the slide! Are you going on
an adventure in the Bouncy Box Jungle?

Be quick because gone = gone

Ordering a Bouncy Box Bouncy Castle with slide for kids is easy at JB In�atables

Buying an in�atable Bouncy Box Jungle at JB In�atables isn't such a crazy idea. This professional bouncy
castle is compact and thus suits everywhere. Moreover, this in�atable Bouncy Box is set up in minutes.
Ideal for neighbourhood and children's parties. Buy a Bouncy Box bouncy castle with a slide and you'll
forget you had kids. They are completely absorbed in the fun themes of these beautiful and professional
bouncy castles. Which themes do you like best?

Looking for an In�atable Bouncy Castle with objects? Order a Bouncy Box!

Buying a professional bouncy castle with obstacles and a slide is easy and fast at JB In�atables. When
ordering Bouncy Box bouncy castle online, simply add the in�atable to your shopping cart and pay
immediately. Within a few days, you will already receive your in�atable bouncy castle! This way you can
even order an in�atable last second, and have it at home in time. All in�atable Bouncy Box bouncy castles
are delivered with a blower and a include 2-year warranty. So quickly order a bouncy castle in your theme
at JB In�atables and let the party jump o�!

In�ated product

Length 13ft

Width 15ft

Height 9ft

Amount of players 4

Setup / dismantling

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers 1,1 kW x 1

Weight per blower Blower 1,1 kW = 17 kg

Speci�cations packaged product

Length 2ft

Depth 3ft

Weight 70kg

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 01.005.001.002

Warranty 2 years warranty

Service 5 Year service

Including Logbook/manual
Certi�cate
Anchoring material
Blower(s)
Transport bag


